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Foreword

 The spirit of haiku is most democratic. Immersed in 
it, we see animals and things, spirits and corporealities, as 
equals. All moments experienced in this spirit are equally 
valid, equally liberating.
 Occasionally, however, the expression of a moment’s 
revelation is so engaging, so clear, so fresh, that it compels 
a recognition from all, or nearly all, who come to know 
it. In such moments, no only does the writer become one 
with all things, but makes it possible for the rest of us to 
do so as well. At these moments, haiku becomes more than 
personal expression: it becomes literature.
 In the following pages  you will find many such 
moments, the finest such achievements of the past year. 
There are many ways to this achievement, and these many 
paths are reflected here: haiku, senryu, haibun, renga, 
sequence and essay. Whatever the form, the revelations 
which spur these writings are pertinent and immediate, 
enjoyable and profound. I wish you good reading.

—Jim Kacian, Editor-in-Chief
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The RMA Process

During the past twelve months, over 800 haiku and 
related works by nearly 500 different authors have been 
nominated for inclusion in The Red Moon Anthology 1996 
by our staff of eleven editors from hundreds of sources from 
around the world. These sources in the main are the many 
haiku magazines and books published in English around 
the world. All editors are      assigned a list of journals 
(to assure that all sources are considered), but are free to 
nominate any work, from any source, they feel is worthy 
of inclusion. Contest winners, runners-up, and honorable 
mentions are nominated  automatically.
 Works which receive nomination are placed on a roster, 
and considered separately, and anonymously, in a vote of 
the ten editors (the editor-in-chief does not have a vote at 
this stage of the process). At least five votes are required 
for consideration of inclusion in the anthology. No poem 
included herein received fewer than five votes, and most 
received more. The editor-in-chief then selects from these 
materials the final anthology.
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The Red Moon Anthology will be an annual publication. 
Nominations for the 1997 issue are already being taken. 
It is our stated goal to compile the best haiku and related 
works published each year in the English language. Every 
attempt is made to be inclusive, and each journal that 
regularly publishes haiku is assigned an editor.
 To ensure that individual books of haiku are accorded 
the same consideration, authors should send a review copy 
of their books to The Red Moon Anthology, in care of Red 
Moon Press, Route 2 Box 3977, Berryville VA 226011. 
Enclose a stamped, self-addressed post card if you wish to 
receive confirmation your book has been received. Each 
book will be read by at least two editors, and nominations 
of worthy poems will be taken from these readings. 
Beginning in 1997, all books reviewed will be considered 
for inclusion in “The Ten Best Books of Haiku 1997” as 
selected by The Red Moon Anthology editorial staff, to be 
published in these pages in the 1998 edition. Deadline for 
received materials is December 1, 1997.

RMA 1997
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noon . . .
the glare of white sheets
on the washing line

ai li  ◊   United Kingdom

    the pine’s
slow spiraling
     into stars

Suezan Aikins   ◊   Canada
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The Red Moon

deep silence
     the orphaned nestlings
     this third morning

Kay F. Anderson   ◊   United States

crescent moon—
cold fingers in my pocket
try on acorn cups

Alexey Andreyev   ◊   Russia
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the telephone
rings only once
      autumn rain

nick avis   ◊   Canada

Closing the fireplace
voice of a song sparrow
travels down the flue

Richard Balus   ◊   United States
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The Red Moon

Roberta Beary   ◊   United States

another snowstorm
a child braids her doll’s hair
over and over

summer twilight
the red barn’s roof line
sags with age

Yu Chang   ◊   United States
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Spring
The child sharpens
The green pencil

Elena Manta Ciubotariu   ◊   Romania

   taking washing
from the line   suddenly
   the moon

Ross Clark   ◊   Australia
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fading stars . . .
on my window ledge
cicada shell

Ellen Compton   ◊   United States

     missing the turn sign
missing the turn
          —wild lilies

first snow
     house sparrows
darken the hedgerow
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rain-darkened day . . .
raising the flamew
under the kettle

Carol Conti-Entin   ◊   United States

winter twilight . . .
the flow of fudge from pot
to  wax paper
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L. A. Davidson   ◊   United States

between fishing rods
on the seawall a heron
stalks the bait pail

Cherie Hunter Day   ◊   United States

Fountain Square:
a breeze lengthens
the rainbow
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     on the doorjamb
where we marked our children’s heights
     the watermark

John J. Dunphy   ◊   United States

Michael Facherty   ◊   United Kingdom

in the woodpile

the broken ax handle
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Dee Evetts   ◊   United States

rainy night
     half the cat
still indoors

chill night
after you the toilet seat
slightly warm
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     lavender
bending     one
          beeweight

James Ferris   ◊   United States

After it flew
feeling the butterfly
still on my finger

Nelle  Fertig   ◊   United States
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cold stone bench—
a fly and I
rubbing our hands

S. B. Friedman  ◊   United States

snowbound
coloring insie
the lines

Sandra Fuhringer   ◊   Canada
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The bamboo rake
falls with a clatter—
autumn wind

D.  Claire Gallagher   ◊   United States

Snowflake’s fall
into the darkness
of the tuba

Garry Gay   ◊   United States
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Lee Giesecke   ◊   United States

          in the lilies
     pale green stems
the slant of rain

the book I dont want to review
I keep turning
to spring rain

LeRoy Gorman   ◊   Canada
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morning twilight—
horse asleep in the pasture
covered with frost

Lee Gurga   ◊   United States

in the small gap
between quivering nettles . . .
a rabbit’s still eye

Caroline Gourlay   ◊   United Kingdom
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meadowlarks circle
the summer hayfield—
song ebbing flowing

Elizabeth  Howard   ◊   United States

calm evening
alone on the porch I rouse
the wind chimes

Yvonne Hardenbrook   ◊   United States
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in the fire
     a log shifts
     the flow of thoughts

Christopher Herold   ◊   United States

snowflake . . .
sunlight melts
     into a mitten
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Gary Hotham   ◊   United States

the work gloves off—
wind slips by
my fingers

a flock
of wild geese passes—
the sky stays behind
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John Hudak   ◊   United States

pulling sassafras
along a narrow road
wind from  a passing car

in the river fog the tugboat’s wake
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Jim Kacian   ◊   United States

spring rain
if i lie
quite still

the cold night
comes out of the stones
all morning

the lake laps all night the same quiet thoughts
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after the tornado
the tree swing
untwists

Nancy King   ◊   United States

Jerry Kilbride   ◊   United States

between fugues
the sound of rain
on stained-glass
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Ayrs Kirkofield   ◊   United States

Indian summer
leaves cover the moon
in the quiet pool

Elsie O. Kolashinski   ◊   United States

grinding, grinding,
one cricket
keeps fall going
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sunflowers:
one facing
the other way

Kenneth C. Leibman   ◊   United States

lull in the storm—
          the birch tree
     straightens

Robert Kusch   ◊   United States
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trembling
as the grape next to it
is plucked

Dhugal Lindsay   ◊   Australia

newly cleared field—
blossoms on a goldenrod
the bulldozer missed

Jack Lent   ◊   United States
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spring walk
to buy the paper
forgetting it

Jeanne Lupton   ◊   United States

Dark porch
—sound of someone
snapping beans

Matthew Louvière   ◊   United States
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too light
to sink into the sea—
this spring moon

Richard MacDonald   ◊   United States

     front door opens—
its redness enters the house
     before us

Dorothy McLaughlin   ◊   United States
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heart of winter—
the sag in the reading couch
a little deeper

ocean breeze
the wave form flows
into the dunes

Makiko   ◊   United States

farm market
the farmer’s black hands
on the eggplant
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between slats
of the fallen snowfence
prairie crocus

Nika   ◊   Canada

all night long . . .
the porch light warming
the swallow’s nest

Marianna Monaco   ◊   United States
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H. F. Noyes   ◊   Greece

deepening autumn—
soundless drift of leaves
against the boathouse

raking aside leaves
on the backyard pond
I release the moon

the whole yard quiet—
     the cool sound of rain
          on rhubard leaves
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Mark Alan Osterhaus   ◊   United States

August moon
the cricket throb
in me, too

Marian Olson   ◊   United States

slowly
the sunset spreads
endless prairie
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a careless glance
but enough to catch
wisteria flowers

Robert Henry Poulin  ◊   United States

Japanese iris—
a small wasp wanders around
a petal’s expanse

Brent Partridge   ◊   United States
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Anthony J. Pupello   ◊   United States

William M. Ramsey   ◊   United States

steady drizzle
a meter maid goes
from car to car

slave cemetery
i scrape the moss to find
no name
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Frank K. Robinson   ◊   United States

moonlight
on typewriter keys;
winter stillness

Emily Romano  ◊   United States

frost tonight
choosing the old bup
with a chip
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the willow frond
hours later its touch
still on my face

Alexis K. Rotella   ◊   United States

sticky hot—
adjusting the fan
to include the windchimes

Ronan   ◊   United States
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Ce Rosenow   ◊   United States

summer’s end
the dock still glistens
with fish scales

wind in the pampas grass
          the rowboat strains
     against its mooring
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still sun-warmed . . .
the pulled-out scarecrow
in my arms

Kohjin Sakamoto   ◊   Japan

       hornet nest
in the bare sycamore
     lopsided moon

Timothy Russell   ◊   United States
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even with
     my eyes closed
          the white lily

Grant Savage   ◊   Canada

moving day
a dove-call settles
in the chimney

Helen J. Sherry   ◊   United States
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between cities
on the interstate
     so many stars

Karen Sohne   ◊   United States

an aging willow—
     its image unsteady
          in the flowing stream

Robert Spiess   ◊   United States
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cold wind:
into the strawman’s mouth
the quick little mouse

Elizabeth St Jacques   ◊   Canada

rushing across the rocks the felled tre’s shadow

Susan Stanford   ◊   Australia
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Cecily Stanton   ◊   Australia

after the downpour
Wolffdene Valley is flooded
by moonlight

to a chorus of crickets
the earth
gives up its light

Laurie J. Stoelting   ◊   United States
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her ninth month
curve of the snow
where the car was

doe nestled
     into the space
          of the ditch

John Stevenson   ◊   United States

luxury car—
the sparrow’s quiet
thump
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Ebba Story   ◊   United States

meadow gate post
     the chameleon’s slow shift
          into browns

bright winter sun
the orange stripes lengthen
down a turtle’s back
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autumn breeze—
green tomatoes ripening
in the kitchen window

Denver Stull  ◊   United States

As the rain ends
once more the drip
of the tap

George Swede   ◊   Canada
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shadow after shadow
the flock of migrating geese
passing through us

the silence
between bells . . .
snow falling

Wally Swist   ◊   United States
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In playground sand
     before the children arrive
          the tracks of birds

Tom Tico   ◊   United States

at the market
the spot on the melon
where it lay in the mud

Cor van den Heuvel   ◊   United States
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vincent tripi   ◊   United States

Making love . . .
     we wait until the poppies
          all are open

Moth outside—
     the midwife works
          by candlelight

Dense fog:
     the mockingbird uses
           the caged bird’s song
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Michael Dylan Welch   ◊   United States

record high—
this heat
even in my toothpaste

winter wind—
sound of a skill saw
through the broken window

Nina A. Wicker   ◊   United States
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Paul O. Williams   ◊   United States

watering the yard—
the sun-warm nozzle
turns chill in my hand

tapering
through my fingers into grass
the lizard’s cool

Ruth Yarrow   ◊   United States
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Jeff Witkin   ◊   United States

dusk—
fog fills a valley
filled with snow

summer solstice—
the long tips of lavender
bent by bees
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Edward Zuk   ◊   Canada

     An empty beach . . .
The moon lights a pathway
          To itself

     Shimmering heat—
A wasp burrows into
     The dead rabbit
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turning the TV off
I appear
on the screen

Jeremy Bahl   ◊   United States

this deep hole—
my daughter’s small hand
lifts me out

Christian Aspegren   ◊   Finland
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Robert Bebek   ◊   Croatia

before dawn . . .
the cat’s pupils gradually
becoming blue

our wisteria
     flowering well
          next door

Ernest J. Berry   ◊   New Zealand
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Jan Bostok   ◊   Australia

condom his sperm never really  mine

paralyzed child
her left side
smiles at me

Ellen Brimeyer   ◊   United States
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Tom Clausen   ◊   United States

on the trail again . . .
     walking deeper
          into myself

rushing
             to the zendo to sit
                                          still
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John J. Dunphy   ◊   United States

homeless shelter
beneath one pillow
a child’s tooth

summer night
even my dreams
are reruns

Gene Doty   ◊   United States
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E/Chuther   ◊   United States

After lunch—
the cat somewhere among
the stuffed animals

       reconciliation
the candle between us
           sputters

Sandra Fuhringer   ◊   Canada
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House sitting—
the lily I thought was silk
turns brown

D. Claire Gallagher   ◊   United States

Along the trail
trading one walking stick
for another

Garry Gay   ◊   United States
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Joyce Austin Gilbert   ◊   United States

Settlement today
I walk through the yard
choosing cuttings

      highway cafe
a sparrow picks bugs
    off parked cars

Robert Gibson   ◊   United States
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Yvone Hardenbrook   ◊   United States

fence fallen away
     I close the rusted gate
          behind me

writer’s block . . .
     ther first kernel of popcorn
     turns inside out

Christopher Herold   ◊   United States
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A man and a woman
each sheet they fold
brings them together.

The Red Moon

Nanneke Huizenga   ◊   Netherlands

she lifts her hands—
water splashes back
on water

Gary Hotham   ◊   United States
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Jim Kacian   ◊   United States

fly fishing 
the thin, wind-blown line
of the spider

some of the sun
glinting off the sea
is dolphins

hooked trout
feeling the life
on the line
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Michael Ketchek   ◊   United States

lost dog
walking down the same path
as me

the patch of sunlight
the dog was lying in
has moved on

Randal Johnson   ◊   United States
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Makiko   ◊   United States

moongazing
the whiteness
of men’s throats

rainy wedding
drops on the upper lip
of the groom
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some above,
some below the surface—
stepping stones

Peter Meister   ◊   United States

Leatrice Lifshitz   ◊   United States

the river—
coming to it with nothing
in my hands
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H. F. Noyes   ◊   Greece

homeless beggar—
the itch of his clothes
all down my spine

bifocals—
the double pleasure
of seeing you again

Marianna Monaco   ◊   United States
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Zane Parks   ◊   United States

bridge traffic stalled—
a gull flies in place
against the wind

Marian Olson   ◊   United States

open coffin
the glint of her glasses
as I pass
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Dick Pettit   ◊   Saudi Arabia

briefing his successor
he struggles to remember
how he did it

George Ralph   ◊   United States

talked out
the last ember
          snaps
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Martin Shea   ◊   United States

they come and go,
the children’s voices
in the wind

Ronan   ◊   United States

child violinist
getting lots of the notes right
     this very hard chair
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R. A. Stefanac   ◊   United States

dad’s wake
     the weight
of my new shoes

ballgame
catching the curve
of the peanut vendor
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John Stevenson   ◊   United States

old slippers
the comfort
coming apart

Christmas Day
the exchange
of custody

nude beach
     his enormous
          sand castle
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Clark Strand   ◊   United States

old magazine
still some perfume left
years later

John Sheirer   ◊   United States

haircut   her breasts an inch from my face
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Paul Watsky   ◊   United States

his ashes scattered
what to do
with the box

Brian Tasker   ◊   United Kingdom

          at dusk
watching the space
where the train went



LINKED
FORMS
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Pamela A. Babusci   ◊   United States

in my cupped hands

in my cupped hands sunflower seeds

arriving late for dinner flowers expired in the vase

his white lies turning black

between us in bed a forgotten manuscript

i drift into sleep on a cumulus

morning mist i remember his indigo eyes

capricious woman learning to live without his kisses

plucking out another grey hair shattered mirror

poison ivy blankets the wishing well

separating the pennies into years

no longer lovers a broken champagne glass

convertible top down catching autumn leaves



Margaret Chula (US) ◊ Christopher Herold (US)

Entering the Light

the pond
instantly filling all the holes
poked by raindrops

In the silence
between seasons, the woodbine
bursts into fragrance

over and over
the dog fetches moonlight
on a slobbery stick

girl rotates her hips
the hula hoop completes
a hundred circles

blinded by cameras
the defendant’s attorneys
in the limelight

fire licks the pages
of love poems turning to ashes
shimmer of air

What is the shape of a turnip root
when it enters the light?

Mockingbird—
At what time does it sleep?

Are we picking the flower
or is it picking us?

rising through mud, the white lotus.

When you grow up
what am I going to be?

Who has seen the shadow
Of a shadow?

Where do they come from? Where do they go?
Stripes on the barber pole.

the spin of the planet under northern lights.
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Vladimir Devidé   ◊   Croatia

Grass

Lying in the grass, before we fall asleep, the green
blades are quite close to us and far away from
them are blue mountains. Pebbles lying on the ground are 
strewn in the grass and insects are moving along the blades 
while small flies are flying among them. And the distant 
mountains are covered with forests, while at their feet the 
cities are spreading themselves, their citizens living and 
working inside them. Far off, so infinitely far off. There 
is nothing between the grass close by and  the distant 
mountains, there's absolutely nothing at all between them. 
Mountains are blending with grass, mountains are grass. 
Blades of grass are trees on the distant mountains, and 
pebbles on the ground are distant cities. Insects and small 
flies in the grass are the residents of distant cities and the 
centennial pine on the top of themountain is a tiny blade 
pointing directly at the sky.

  Lying in the grass—
  there is nothing from here
  to the distant mountains
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Charles Easter   ◊   United States

Bees

My father made big machines in factories run, his 
clothes covered with both dark grease and bright specks 
from the ink mills he worked on.

  fresh oil
  the thin color
  of honey

This one Sunday, with our dog, we were hiking in the 
woods. My father, a skinny man with big hands, looked 
at everything around us. He took a few leaves from a wild 
peppermint plant. We chewed on them, then found some 
wild rasp-berries. “Squirrel over there.” He pointed to a tree 
trunk. “Deer running there.” A flash of white tail appeared 
over a ridge. “Crow up there.”

  as I'm hungry
  birds appear, berries
  let themselves be found

Suddenly, the dog yelped, then bolted. A sting shot through 
my arm. I opened my mouth to yell and was stung on the 
tongue. An overturned bee hive lay where my dog had 
been. In horror, I spat the bee out and raced toward home.
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My father ran beside me, batting the insects away from 
my face. They bit my legs. He picked me up and ran us 
out of the woods.

  grabbing barbed wire
  another sting
  from the angry bees

The dog waited for us on the porch, her snout swollen, 
pointing toward the door. I looked up to my father, tears 
in my eyes. We went inside and he counted the damage. 
Nine stings on my legs, five on my arms, two on my face. 
“One on my tongue,” I told him. He winced. I looked at his 
hand. It was as swollen as the dog's snout. He went to the 
bathroom and came back carrying a tube of medicine. The 
salve, as dark as machine grease, felt cool against my bites.

  trip lever
  engine roars
  then idles

As I wondered what he would do for my tongue, he opened 
a jar of honey. “They're all dead,” he said of the bees that 
stung me. “One sting, and they croak.” He stuck a spoon 
in the jar, spun it. I licked the honey, ignoring the pain in 
my tongue. The dog, forgetting her snout, rammed her 
nose into his leg. He got a spoon for her as well, then put 
salve on his own hand.

  communion
  eating the honey
  of dead bees
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road to the clinic:
a passing truck-driver
taps his forehead
    alone in the bathroom
    keeping my voice normal
    for the duty nurse
beaten at cards
by the silent dwarf
who smells of urine
    hateful birdsong
    I fight against waking
    to another day
in the T.V. room
the repairman pretending
not to have heard me
    occupational therapy
    even at Spot The Difference
    desperate to win
never mistaken
guessing whose footsteps
patient or staff
    first day-pass . . .
    the asylum charity box
    in the supermarket
the photocopy shop
I try to imagine
using one again
    half way home
    my sister-in-law asks
    “Do you want to drive?”

Dee Evetts   ◊   United States

Notes from the Other Side
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Christopher Herold   ◊   United States

Voices of Stone

It is early November, 1968. Three of us sit at the big 
wooden table outside Tassajara's ramshackle kitchen eating 
brown rice, miso soup, and pickled vegetables. This supper 
marks the beginning of tangaryo, the test of the spirit. To 
get through means acceptance into the monastery; to give 
up means to go away.
 We eat in silence. The sun's rich, amber light filters 
through the oaks, dappling leaf shadows across pale 
yellow tatami. After supper, I take a walk in the garden 
before evening meditation. Anxiety thickens into panic, 
so I find the head monk and tell him I don't think I can 
get through this. He tells me I'm not supposed to—but I 
don't understand.

  as dusk deepens
  fog settles among the oaks . . .
  tangaryo begins

Entering the zendo, I sit faring an old stone wall. The fog 
has become cold rain. A monk rekindles the fire in the 
great wood stove that stands beside the altar. During winter 
practice, this stove is tended with the same devotion and 
reverence as the altar itself, perhaps even more.
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  crossing the roof
  silence
  at the trailing edge of rain

Tonight, sleep comes quickly, completely. Before dawn, the 
wooden resonance of the han echoes through the canyon, 
drawing me gently up from a dream. I rise, splash my face 
with cold water, dress in layers, and leave the cabin.
 Sometime during the night the storm clouds moved on. 
The only sounds are the han, and the pines dripping soft 
on the thickly needled path.There's a hint of light above 
the eastern hills, yet the sky is still filled with darkness; the 
stars are brilliant, washed clean by rain.
 At the zendo door, bowing, where the scent of temple 
incense drifts out into the world. I move slowly to my 
cushion. Soon we are all in our places, full of anticipation, 
full of fear, full of determination.

  creek sound . . .
  a soft mallet bumps three ripples
  from the big brass bell

 Swaying back and forth from the waist, far to one side, 
then far to the other, nearly touching the tatami . . . the 
arcs lessening until, I am at center, poised. Shoulders relax, 
settling . . .   down into the firm, round blackness of the 
cushion . . . eyes half-closed there, before me . . .    the wall.
 Immediately I am aware of the mind, reeling out its 
endless stream of thought. If I'm not quick to be still/ the 
balance will be lost; first there'll be discomfort, then pain, 
then the futile squirming.
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  in the fire
  a log shifts
  the flow of thought

During sesshins there are three or four consecutive forty-
minute sittings. Between each sitting comes a ten minute 
walking meditation called kinhin. It is performed very 
slowly, in time to the breath, helping to stretch sore legs and 
backs while serving to expand the centeredness developed 
through sitting, outward, into everyday activities.

  step by slow step
  the cold tatami enter
  into my soles

 And when the small bell is rung, everyone returns to 
their places.
 But this is not a sesshin, it is tangaryo; there are 
no breaks between sittings, except after meals, and for 
those we merely turn around on our cushions. There is 
no relief for leg and back  pain; it becomes increasingly 
difficult to stay centered, to let go of the seductions of 
the mind. My desires plead with me. The wall becomes a 
movie screen; I hallucinate beautiful women, a hot fudge 
sundae, a tropical island, a concert in which I'm the star 
performer, a huge feather bed . . .
 Third day—so far, I've been able to catch myself when 
I drift, and to return my attention to the present. But the 
images are so real, so per-sistent, and they're the only 
diversions from the fiery pain in my knees, the massive 
ache in my back. My body begins to teeter towards sleep . 
. . magic, mental anesthesia. Head drooping, I lean further 
and further forward, until I nearly topple onto the tatami.
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A spasm of pain jolts me from a dream, back into the sea 
of pain. I squirm . . .

  bell ending zazen . . .
  everyone begins to move
  except the spider

 Lunch over—at last, a rest period. We file out of the 
hall, slip on our shoes and go off to lie down, or to stretch 
our legs along a forest path. I wander down to a place 
where the stream widens into a deep pool. It is filled with 
reflections: green laurel leaves, the brown, furrowed trunk 
of a fir, the grays of river stone, the wobbling dazzle of sun-
shine. Also on the surface, the slow drift of a crimson leaf, 
a fallen blue jay feather; the short, quick strokes of a water 
strider. Way down deep, a fish pulls its shadow under a 
mossy ledge; where the crayfish was, a puff of silt settles; 
near the other side of the pool, something glitters in the 
mud.

  sudden gust
  everything vanishes
  except the water

 Transfixed, I stand still; the whisper of a breeze in my 
ears, a flux of ripples in my eyes. Something happened; 
something changed. I walk back up the path, but before 
going into the zendo, I enter the garden . . . I dig in the 
earth . . . I remove a few stones.
 The sound of the han quickens toward the last powerful 
stroke. I go inside and sit down. I loosen some earth, I 
remove a few stones.

The Red Moon
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 Determined, I won't give up until everything is clear; 
I must not fail. Sweat beads on my fore-head and streams 
from my armpits. My back is soaking wet. Tears well up in 
my eyes, and spill down my cheeks. The afternoon wears on 
. . . a scorpion skitters along the wall, someone coughs, a 
fly keeps landing on my nose. Outside, scrub jays squabble; 
someone is using a pick ax.
 I can't take any more. What's the point? If this is all 
there is, why go on? Whom am I kidding? Enlightenment? 
How naive! Unfolding my legs, I stand and hobble out, 
not bowing when I reach the door. I don't even go to the 
cabin to collect my clothes. I go straight up the muddy 
road, not thinking that it continues up the mountainfor 
ten miles, then down for another ten before reaching the 
highway. I push on, some vague and distant life humming 
in my ears, but the wall still right in front of me, every step 
I take— solid, unmoving—the shape of each rough stone 
so familiar, as is every flaw in the twisting rivers of mortar.
 The hallucinations continue too: the same women, the 
same balmy island, the same feather bed. My pace begins 
to slow . . . I stop. The road has leveled out for a stretch, 
its many potholes full of rain, full of sky. No escape, I am 
here, wherever I go.
 A flock of tiny brown birds flurries down to bathe. 
Fascinated, I focus my attention on a single bird. As quickly 
as they came, they fly away . . . all but the one I've become. 
It hunches a moment, then goes on bathing, unafraid.

  water flies
  from fluttering Feathers . . .
  puddle nearly empty
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Okay, I mutter to myself, “Okay . .  . puddle nearly empty.” 
Turning around, I walk back down the road, back to the 
zendo. Bowing deeply at the door, I go in.
 For four days, I've been sitting here, feeling the past 
push against the present. I struggle to go back to who I 
was, I struggle to stay where I am, I struggle to end the 
struggling . . .
 Suddenly tears come, and laughter at the same time. 
The sounds well up from inside. Words pour out; I babble, 
“This is a wall! This is a floor! These are hands!”
 Gradually the tears and laughter subside until, once 
again, there is only the stillness of the hall. Somewhere a 
bird sings. The room seems to have filled with a soft, warm 
light.
 This evening I am sky high. At dinner, the scent of rice, 
of broccoli, of bread, all so distinct. The flavors burst on my 
tongue. I raise my chop sticks . . . clear light through the 
slenderest veins of a lettuce leaf. After dinner, outside—
every gurgle, every kloop in the stream, from the middle 
of my belly; every pale moth through the flashlight beam 
no lighter than I, walking back to my cabin on a layer of 
air.

  full yellow moon
  on a monastery path
  the shadows of pebbles

 Sleep does not come tonight, though tomor-row is to 
be the last full day of tangaryo. I wonder if I'll ever sleep 
again. On the screened porch, I stand and listen. Wind 
works its way among the pines; blood courses through 
my ears. Too much energy to stay inside, I wander down 
to the stream and wade in.

The Red Moon
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  winter creek . . .
  so many voices of stone
  shape the current

 Hours must have passed. Timeseems so foreign, some 
grizzly beast that used to follow me, and has now vanished. 
Did it rise up, dissolving among the stars? Did it sink into 
the sand on the margins of this brook?
 The first hollow note of the han reminds me where I 
am, and where t am to go. Long before the last wooden 
echo, I am seated on my cushion, breathing incense, so 
light this body, as if no longer my own.

  dawn absorbs my shadow
  from the candle-lit wall . . .
  bird song 

 Unlike the past four days, this one has been lubricated—
no pain, no struggle, no weariness. The final note of the 
temple bell drifts into dusk. We are welcomed, we celebrate, 
and joyously go to bathe in Tassajara's legendary hot spring.
 Easing ever so slowly into liquid fire; lungs filled with 
the scent of sulfur. As I steep, the residue of grief is washed 
away—never such gratitude. Now I understand what the 
head monk meant when he said that I wasn't supposed to 
get through.
 After bathing, I wrap a towel around my waist and glide 
down the creek path, down to the same deep pool where 
yesterday wind whisked away all reflections, to where the 
dream cracked open. Now, on the calm, unruffled surface, 
stretch tall silhouettes of pines, the leafless skeleton of an  
oak, and, quivering in the almost violet, blue-black sky, 
Venus.
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  a fish jumps
  from it, into it . . .
  evening stillness

 I don't remember going to bed, but I know I slept more 
deeply than ever before. This morning I join in the usual 
routines; meditation is as ordinary as it is special, like tying 
a shoe lace, sweeping a floor, wiping dry a bowl. Bowing, 
eating, working—the sun rises and crosses the sky. I'll work 
in the garden, digging the earth, removing the stones.
 Between my experience of tangaryo and the
writing of this haibun, twenty-seven years elapsed, and 
during all that time, I've possessed myself with a distorted 
understanding of the meaning of those five days.  Finally, 
as I struggled to verbalize what had happened back in 
Novem-ber of 1968, I had a powerful insight: the real 
tangaryo never ended.

  this purple flower
  at last I
  forget its name
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Jean Jorgensen (Canada) ◊ Jan Bostok (Australia)

Secluded Pond
naked kids
stretching out on a raft
secluded pond

a red beach hall
parting the reeds

gone for years
how everything in my old home
seems to have shrunk

from ten storeys up
clouds close enough to touch

large yellow moon
man in a barley field
still harvesting

out from a warm bed
to let the cat in

evening mist
swirls up through gaps
in the wood-plank bridge

elderly couple
rock on the porch swing

two butterflies
sway awhile on a leaf
his hand over hers

a taste of wild mint
from his lips to hers

morning light
a young woman alone
at the bus stop
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'dream catcher' mobile1

turns above the sleeping child

full moon
reflects off the mirror's
hard surface

wisps of snow drift
across the barren tundra

unused bassinette
in the blanket's fold
a dead mouse

mountain goats
from cliff edge to cliff edge

petunia flowers
cascade over
the hotel balcony

Old Faithful2 gushes high
warms todays cool May breeze

rake set aside
in his hand...papery sheaths
off new spruce buds

the vased arrangement
shadow softens her face

methane explosion
everything in the house
shifts and cracks

grandma's blue china plate
chipped after all these years

abandoned log barn
open to the sky
a distant rainbow

1. part of Native American legend
2. a geyser in Yellowstone Park USA
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looks towards the kite
sauinting toddler

in the library
a smiling Buddha
covered in dust

whispered closeness
his breath tickles her neck

on a grassy knoll
wild baboons cradle and groom
each other

inopportune
he flicks the remote control

first frost
glitter of stars
on a moonless night

circles of coloured leaves
sink into the wet ground

dark night
the electric blanket
on high

large turquoise stone
amidst the junk jewelry

photo of great aunt
could be of me
in period costume

snow almost gone
the first robins arrive

dawn
in pink glow
the new day lily

Easter Sunday
harmony in the choir
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anne mckay (Canada) ◊ raffael de gruttola (US)

threatening the valley thunderheads oystergroen
 beep beep whodoneit whodoneit
i said the sparrow i killed cock robin with my bow and arrow
 wild oats lady slippers which path to take
the wind of the waltz catching her scarlet skirt
 raspberry on the tip of the tongue

rattlesnake gorge   water striders water ski
 many moons in my wake
sun ripples thousandfold downstream hawks screech
 and swings again into yellow leaves
cool blue ridge of the white mountains awaiting snow
 time now for winter wines
through the shopkeeper's window the faint sound of the music box
 first night bouquets for a ballerina
turtle in the watermark watching the fireworks
 unnoticed   a falling star
5.6 5.7 5.4 5.8 the figure skater clenches her teeth
 windup toy winding down
on her shoulder the leather bag   risesfalls   morning fog
 papparazzi still here
woman leaning from a latenightwindow   a bonnard face
 hung in the wind to dry clothes on barbed wire
song of the songbird lost in silence and snow
 ocean waves crest below the dunes
almost twilight his footprints soon to the sea
 iguana poses on the rocks hibiscus bloom
breakfast after breakfast mongoose jumps from the table
 slides of her journey our -12 forgotten for now
springboard the diver jumps into the sky with reflection
 i the solitary bird a pencil for a wingbone1

moon in its last quarter ribs of dragonfly2 stop moving
 still a cold air so little spare change this year
montreal express   crossing through the green mountains first robin
 silk roses now in the dining car
northern lights petals in the sky beyond the waves
 eve of ash wednesday

Ash Wednesday
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This Is Our Life/No More Brains
‘this is our life here this is not a made-for-tv movie’1

 ‘please bless my rifle, father’
at the funeral: i’m sorry i’m sorry i love you too much2

 one bruise still visible on his wife’s neck
but [fag] can never hurt ok dick 1 in an arm[e]y of xiandicks3

 now stand up straight and salute the f[l]ag
‘sweetheart, all little girls do this with their daddies’
 leg- breast- ass- tit-man who are these mans
editor: ‘damn it, why doesn’t anyone write tra-la haiku anymore’4
 nice nature concrete image 3-line ‘rush to judgment’5

18 year old convict    gang-raped    again
 screwed-over by another professional malemind
‘yes, yes, go on’ the priest masturbating in his confessional
 girlies on crosses tied spread tillich’s delight6

gay teen tears and classmates’ spit running down his face
 newt’s half-sister at least has smarts
hunters take turns urinating on a dying fawn
 nature called wild
John doe number one another baby grown up in patriarchy
 infant teethes on a rubber gun
‘are you washed in the blood in the soul-cleansing blood . . .’
 pro-lifer draws a bead on the clinic escort
ten times more testosterone in men nicole's 36th birthday
 men have no more brains to fuck out
‘may be dicks on/in some of you guys but ain't no dicks on/in me’
 patriarchy petering out
barbara walker the women’s encyclopedia of myths and secrets
 pope jp2   three gasps per page
white male ears of quillen’s aide full of a female’s valuable values
 can you (h)ear them cuming?
‘if you don’t shut that godamn kid up, I will’
 50th anniversary a john wayne jap movie
‘I don’t give a shit how much it hurts, you’ll do it and like it’
 the/rapist couch freuds into a sextional sofa10

father of the child he’s beating: it’ll make a man outta ya
 great women on the small wall of china11

1. unnamed female escort pensicola abortion clinic 2. oj simpson 3. sen dick armey name-calling of sen barney frank r. 
tra-la haiku: insipid, boring nature poetry (as in, ‘the flowers that bloom in the spring, tra-la’ 5. johnnie cochran 6. from 
time to time, hannah tillich, re paul’s pornography 7. based on ‘there may be flies on . . .’ 8. free calls to big shots courtesy of 
working assets long distance 9. according to a study by the US Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect, more babies and 
young children die at the hands of their parents than in car accidents, house fires,  falls or drownings 10. mary daly’s term 
for therapist 11. ‘women weaving the world’
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Anthony J. Pupello   ◊   United States

Bank Shot

pool
hall
challenge
“you
got
any
balls?”

straight pool—
the old hustler's
warped cue

sundown:
five ball sinks
in a corner pocket

money ball—
the lady hustler’s
tight rack

break shot
the full moon through
a pool hall window

first light
brushing down
a felt table

bank shot:
the pool shark pockets
another wager
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Emily Romano   ◊   United States

Following the Light

Twilight brings a lessening of worldly sounds. On the 
cushioned porch chair, the cat is curled in sleep. As dusk 
deepens, a few lights come on in nearby dwellings.

  muted glow
  from within his kitchen:
  man who lives alone

It has grown completely dark now. My gaze shifts to the light: 
of a firefly as it explores space. I ponder the possibilities 
there, and of its chances of finding a love partner.

  responding
  to the yellow flash:
  a greenish one!

I pick up the limp cat, and enter my own dark house, 
flicking on the light switch. A moth enters with us, it, too, 
following the light.
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A Drop

It's the third or fourth day since we've arrived at our 
position. After kilometres of marching, it seemed we'd 
gotten to the end of the forest, but it was actually just the 
beginning.
 Clouds, wind and rain. Our shack is a wooden tent, 
walls made of brick from a nearby ruin, one side crushed, 
pieces of mortar on the other; roof made of planks and 
tin plates. Pouring in from all sides! So we have to get out 
in the icy rain to cover it with vinyl, fastened with bricks. 
Then we walk kilometres on end to the place where food 
is stored, down the cart trail, water ankle-deep, across the 
swamp, over plank-covered tin barrels, to the dirt road 
trucks have turned into a morass. Then back again.
 One could dry one’s socks by the fire, but first must chop 
wood and gather kindling. The fire is primed with gun oil, 
against the damp. At night, we get a couple hours’ sleep, 
then wakes for a couple hours’ sentry duty. Rain whips all 
night; we feel it on our faces and see it in the blink of the 
flashlight on our way to our post. The night is made for 
commandoes, frozen and wet, to sneak in and slaughter 
us, wet and frozen. The next  day is more or less the same.
 This morning it is still drizzling, and just when we had 
forgotten it could warm us.
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  the sun shines through—
  from the rooftop, a drop
  spit on my brow

Surprised, I stop, squint for a moment, and, without looking 
up, think, "Well, at least it has a sense of humor!"
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Ebba Story (US) ◊ D. Claire Gallagher (US)

Taking Root

Lahaina sunrise
aerial roots of the banyan
sweep my shoulder

After chemotherapy
she combs what's left of her hair

the white nub
of a sprouting pear seed:
my window-framed sky

Tomato seedlings
into his grandson's garden—
tamping the soil

the aroma of ginseng
steeping in an earthen pot

Toppled ponderosa—
roots suspending granite
in mid-air
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Cor van den Heuvel   ◊   United States

Halloween

Hollowing out the pumpkin. We would sit around 
the kitchen table and start by cutting out a lid from the 
top. You used a large, fat, head-sized or larger, pumpkin 
with a solid stem still attached for a handle to lift the lid 
off and on with.
 After a lot of cutting, scraping, and scooping, at last you 
would have it hollowed out with a fairly smooth circular 
wall inside. A pale, light-colored interior, and a dark, deep 
orange outside with vertical "seams" furling to the top. Now 
you could cut out the face. Terrible decisions! Should it 
(he? she?) smile or frown? Have a couple of gapped teeth 
or not? Have triangles or circles for eyes?

  the pumpkin grins
  at its own insides filling
  the bowl

 Somehow, a big grinning smile seemed more eerie than 
a frown. The eyes, round holes, and the nose, a triangle—be 
careful not to let the knife slip and make a slit between nose 
and mouth, spoiling the effect. When the master-pieces 
were done, candles were inserted and lit, and the kitchen 
light put out.
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 Three weird disembodied faces sat glowing on the 
kitchen table. Two grinning insanely (mine and my kid 
sister's), one sadly frowning, almost crying with his 
flickering golden mouth (our little brother's). The mixed 
smells of candle wax and warming pumpkin scented the 
air.
 I took mine outside into the autumn night and placed 
it on the wooden picnic table under the pitch pines at the 
edge of the side lawn. The wind rustled the pines. Thestars 
in theMilky Way seemed to be blowing across the sky. I 
turned the grinning face toward the house.

  windy Halloween
  the moon flies into
  a dark cloud

 There was a strange aliveness to that pumpkin head, 
so recently growing from a vine which stretched like 
an umbilical cord out of the earth. It still seemed to 
possess an earthly spirit, which the face symbolized and 
brought into light. A light broken into four pieces— 
two eyes, a nose, a mouth. Through the holes you 
could see be-hind the face into a little room all lit up— 
glowing like a room in a story from the Arabian Nights.

  an owl hoots
  the candle flame flutters
  in the carved pumpkin

 After I went back inside, we all looked out the window 
from the darkness of the house at the jack-o- lantem. In 
the blackness beneath the trees, in the surrounding starlit 
darkness of the whole night, it glittered there like a visitor 
from another world.

The Red Moon
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 And then the wind suddenly blew the candle out. And 
the face was gone into the enveloping darkness.

  clouds hide the moon
  another jack-o-lantern appears
  coming up the dark road

A few Halloweens there was actually a party, with 
refreshments and games, and with decorations from the 5 
& 10 cent store: paper cutouts of black cats, and bats, and 
witches on broomsticks. There were big bowls ofkemelcom 
candy—orangeand yellow candies shaped like kernels 
of corn—and sticks of black licorice. Orange and black 
were Halloween. Streamers of orange and black crinkly 
crepe paper were strung about the rooms and real carved 
pumpkins glittered on the mantel of June Rickert’s house 
where I attended a party I remember from back in the 
sixth or seventh grade.
 And there were also several fake pumpkins scattered 
about. Made of some kind of composition a fore-runner of 
plastic, these added to the festive air, but they were dead, 
static containers compared to the glowing presences of the 
real pumpkins.

  the grinning pumpkin—
  its pool of light flickers
  on the porch steps

 Everyone was in costumes and masks. There were witches, 
ghosts, pirates, cowboys, Little-Bo-Peep, a soldier, a sailor, 
Cinderella, a scarfaced gangster, big- toothed monsters, 
and even a Saint Bernard dog with a small keg around his 
neck. We played games like pin-the-tail on the donkey, 
blindman's buff, bobbing for apples, and spin the bottle.

Anthology 1996
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 My first real kiss was at this party. We all sat in a circle 
on the floor and took turns spinning a Coke bottle lying 
on its side in the middle. If the person it pointed to when 
it came to rest was of the opposite sex, the “spinner” had 
to give her or him a kiss. If it pointed to someone of your 
own sex, you lost your turn.

  the bottle stops
  she hides her masked face
  in her hands

Her black mask only covered around her eyes
so I knew who it was. She was pretty and soft and had 
long, glittering locks. We were too bashful to kiss in front 
of everybody, so we were—a miracle—allowed to go out 
in the hall and into a stairwell to have our kiss in private. 
We were honor-bound to go through with it and come 
back and report what happened.
 We brushed by a dangling skeleton hanging in the hall. 
We were about 12 or 13 years old and very shy with each 
other. A girl was an enigmatic being who could set my 
heart pounding and get me all flushed and hot in the face. 
I tingled with delight and embarrassment, and trembled 
with fear, as I took her hand and walked with her to the 
stairwell.
 We sat side by side on the same stair and turned towards 
each other. She had a smooth, silk-feeling dress on. She was 
dressed as a princess with a little crown-tiara, and lhad on 
a cowboy's vestand chaps. As she took off her mask and 
leaned towards me, I could feel and smell a warm, faint 
sweetness in the air around her. Her breath had a freshness 
I had never imagined in all my fantasies about girls. She 
puckered up her soft, bow-shaped, red lips and closed her

The Red Moon
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eyes — 1 turned my nose slightly to get it out of the way 
and place my lips on hers. I felt her lips part slightly as they 
pressed firmly, yet yieldingly against mine. What was that 
dart-ing little flick I felt? Time seemed to stop and race at 
the same time. It seemed to circle round our heads and 
halo the moment.
 Then it was over. My mind struggled back from 
wherever it ha d gone and tried to get its balance among 
the swirling emotions left in the wake of the kiss. I felt a 
new ache of desire and loss somewhere in my chest.
 We got up and went back in to the party. We had never 
said a word. There weren't any words worthy of such a 
moment. If I'd found any, I wouldn't have been able to 
speak them. "We did it," I said as we returned to the jeering 
crowd.

  after the kiss
  vowing never to wash
  it off

 Bobbing for apples in a big washtub was a good way 
to break the spell cast by a pretty girl. To wake you up, 
there was nothing quicker than splashing your head into 
a bunch of apples floating in a tub of cold water.
 Unless there was a very small apple—which there never 
was—you had to drive the apple with your mouth to the 
bottom of the tub, sub-merg-ing your head, in order to 
get enough pressure to drive your teeth into the firm skin 
of the bounding red Mclntosh and lift it, dripping, out of 
the tub. It was wet work, but it cooled off some of the fire 
fanned by the pretty princess, a fire which still glittered 
whenever I caught sight of her.

Anthology 1996
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 Then we put out all the lights except the jack-o-lantems 
and told ghost stories, talked to the dead through a Ouija 
board, and tried to scare the girls, and ourselves, with 
moans, groans and ghostly howls.
 When it was time to leave, we all tried to have company 
on the walk home.

  after the party
  walking home in the dark
  a loon laughs on the pond

 Then there were Halloweens when we were “bad” 
and rang doorbells—or stuck pins in them to keep them 
ringing—and ran away, rapped on windows, put rocks in 
mailboxes, howled in backyards, and once even soaped a 
car's side window.
 But we were pretty tame along our road and we usually 
just went up someone's walk in our ghostly sheets, and 
knocked on the Indian-corn decorated front door, said 
“Trick or Treat” and were handed an orange or some candy 
for our trick or treat bag.
 Then we wandered up the dark country road
who-whooing like an owl or moaning like a ghost until we 
came to the next house, where a pumpkin-headed figure 
stuffed with straw was propped up on the lawn.
 We walked under a large bat hanging from the dark 
porchlight, and then jumped three feet
in the air when the door suddenly opened and a
monster holding its own head under its arm shook a long 
(rubber) knife at us.

  Halloween night
  chimes ring deep in the house
  but nobody comes
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Eugenie Waldteufel   ◊   United States

“No”

  a buck raises his head—
  the smell of summer roses
  sweet on the wind

The year, 1911. My mother, her hair auburn in the sun, 
eyes blue and big, and her skin too delicate for the sun, 
sat there, rifle across her knees, waiting. Her new husband 
off in the brush with the deer hounds to run the deer by 
her stand so she could shoot it, as he had taught her with 
much target practice.
 And, indeed, a big, beautiful buck leaped into the 
clearing where she sat, waiting. Close, each pair of great, 
wide eyes, hers and the buck's, stared for seconds—each 
life immobile, each heard the dogs.
 In minutes the dogs came through and her adoring 
husband reached the spot and shouted excitedly, “He should 
have come right through here Maudie, right through here, 
a big buck honey . . . didn’t he come through here?”
 “No,” she lied.





ESSAYS
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Yvonne Hardenbrook   ◊   United States

The Heart of Seasons

Haiku has taken up permanent residence in the West. So 
its time we figured out how to make it our own. From an 
andent and venerable culture, haiku has flourished through 
many centuries to become the most popular verse form 
written in any language today. In its native Japan haiku is
serious literature, a classroom assignment, a relaxing 
pastime, a widely appreciated art, a highly competitive 
skill. But what is haiku in North America?
 Haiku: hai implies "playful," and ku is the Japanese 
word for "turning" or "verse." A spirit of playfulness is a 
good way to start making our haiku:

  morning sun
  taking shape through the fog
  plum blossoms

The playfulness here is in the sun and the plum blossoms 
both slowly becoming visible as the morning fog dissipates. 
The poet juxtaposes each component to show, rather than 
tell. The small phenomenon being shown in three short 
phrases invites readers in and gives them time to absorb 
what is happening. Both images pierdng the fog at once 
where formerly nothing was visible is an "ah!" experience, 
a "haiku moment."
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 Originally an oral art, then a one-line poem when it 
was written down, haiku has generally been adapted in 
the Western world to three lines that may be thought to 
represent the poem's three anchors (where, what, when) 
and only approximates the Japanese 17 "syllable" poem 
length. Within the last decade, more Western poets have 
come to express these components in one to four lines and 
in varying  patterns. Contemporary haiku journals publish 
a variety of styles with interesting use of white space, and 
sometimes concrete poems. The Japanese write vertically 
in characters, but this one-liner recalls the traditional form:

stand of virgin pine lovers' initials in hearts grown apart

 Haiku verbalizes the poet’s relationship and interaction 
with his or her surroundings, using the unique rhythm 
and sounds of the poefs language rather than the original 
tongue, of course. Few languages contrast more than 
English and Japanese, so we must adapt our language to their 
poetry forms or adapt their poetry forms to our language. 
Haiku in Japanese presents asymmetry within symmetry 
in the traditional 5-7-5 cadence of the poem. Our syllables, 
however, are far more complicated to spell and pronounce 
than the staccato polysyllables we hear in Japanese speech. 
Their onji are not exactly like our syllables, but are 
comparable. Itis the syllable count that differs in English.
 Instead of the punctuation mark, Japanese use a 
character that is pronounced. For example, ka indicates a 
question, and kana often appears at the end of a haiku for 
an emotional effect like a soft sigh. The typical Japanese 
syllable/onji is short, and may be only two or three letters 
when spelled out in romaji, the Roman-letter transliteration 
that helps Westerners to pronounce Japanese. An English
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syllable may contain consonant or vowel clusters such as 
"cl," "sir," or "ai," taking up more space on the page and 
more time to say than the typical Japanese measure of 
speech. Whereas in English a diphthong such as "ai" has 
one sound, the Japanese give each vowel a sound, though 
often too rapidly for the Western ear to catch. Also, their 
order of thought as expressed in a sentence is almost directly 
opposite to ours—the verb always ends the sentence, which 
has no relative pronouns, no articles, and no plurals. The 
word "haiku," for example, is both singular and plural. 
Linguists remind us that language is spoken, not spelled, so 
the issue of adapting a foreign poetry form hinges on sound 
more than on the appearance on the page. The following 
haiku is composed of 17 syllables in a 5-7-5 cadence just 
as Americans have been taught during these 40 years of 
haiku in the West. Read the poem aloud. Does it take more 
than one breath? Or do the number of syllables naturally 
make you inhale?

  York River summer—
  gleaming white at water's edge
  oyster skeletons

Images are contrasted here, we have the three elements 
juxtaposed and concisely worded, and even the playfulness 
of oyster shells as skeletons is thrown in. What could 
make an English-language haiku more like its Japanese 
counterpart? It must be shorter! What better way to reflect 
the “ah!” moment than to state it in one breath?

  one more ride
  with the lop down—
  winter stars
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Speech in the spirited staccato Japanese language is made 
up of more than 300 syllables a minute, whereas English is 
typically spoken at about 220 syllables a minute. Japanese 
is spoken with half
again more syllables in one breath. Therefore English 
speakers usually limit the one-breath haiku to no more 
than 10-12 syllables to approxi-mate the Japanese 17-onji 
haiku. Haiku is a one-breath poem—not just “syllabic”.

  vesper bells
  the old man pilches
  a ringer

 Among the words composing a traditional haiku in any 
language is one that indicates or symbolizes the season of 
the year in which an “ah!” moment is experienced. Such 
a season-symbol, kigo in Japanese, may be a natural or 
cultural reference ranging from “kite” or “Labor Day” to 
“horseshoes” (the game) to “peony” or “golden-rod.” Kigo 
usage is a kind of shorthand to pro-ject in one or two words 
the ambience of the whole season, especially in the north 
temperate zone where both Japan and the United States 
are loc-ated on the globe. Haiku is a poem of few parts, 
so each part must be worded for maximum impact.

  up ahead
  the rusted tracks turning
  into goldenrod

The image for goldenrod indicates autumn, a colorful time 
of harvest, a signal for dormancy and longer nights. The 
abandoned railroad tracks disappearing into the weeds 
is an image juxtaposed with “up ahead,” which helps us 
accept the inevitable. But as valuable as the season word
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can be in some poems, the convention is not considered an 
essential part of haiku by many haiku poets, especially in 
the West. Haiku published internationally cannot depend 
on season words so localized.

  nude beach
  only his bald spot
  covered

 Although “beach” is a summer season word, this poems 
seems more a senryu, which requires no season word and 
is about the vagaries of human nature. Western poets have 
come to consider haiku-like poems satirizing human foibles 
and frailties, whether sad or humorous/ more senryu than 
haiku. Not all haiku writers recognize this separation, an 
issue they raise and discuss from time to time. Senryu, a 
word that in Japan today implies “joke” or “bawdy humor,” 
was named after 18th century “poem selector” (a kind of 
editor) Karai Senryu, who particularly enjoyed collecting 
humorous poems about  human nature. Some haiku 
journals such as Modern Haiku publish senryu separately, 
and the Haiku Society of America separates haiku and 
senryu in its annual competitions. Other well-respected 
journals and organizations either do not acknowledge a 
difference, or may group them together under both names. 
Haiku is, after all, “playful verse.”

  laundromat
  the old man neatly pairing
  mismatched socks

 As long ago as the time of the Crusades in the 
Western world, the Japanese were referring to some of 
their poetry as “ancient.” They were speaking of haikai-
no-renga, or renga, a long poem of many linked verses by
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a number of participants; the beginning verse is 
called a  hokku. Then, in the 17th century, along came 
Matsuo Basho (1644-1694) who was a master, teacher 
and proponent of renga. He made his living traveling 
around the country writing renga with various partners. 
Basho taught that poems should be created out of a 
deep unity and inter-penetration of the poet with the 
experience, not mere observation and description, and 
certainly without comment or conclusion by the poet.
 It was a century ago that Masaoka Shiki, last
of the four great masters of haiku, first applied the term 
“haiku” to the short verse previously called hokku, the 
traditional starting verse of renga. Shiki is called the first 
poet of modern haiku because he led the “revolt” against 
artificial limitations; he taught his followers to be natural 
in their writing, and to keep wording tight. But it had 
been Basho 200 years earlier who first rejected rigidities 
of speech and content in his poetry. He is considered the 
first great master of haiku even though his hokku were not 
the standalone haiku as Shiki used the term at the turn 
of the century, and as we think of the haiku form today.

  end of summer
  someone across the lake
  slams a screen door

 A good haiku should pu t you there, perhaps by 
appealing directly to the senses. The preceding poem uses 
primarily sound (the door slamming) and the absence 
of sound (no more boats on the water to obscure a small 
sound across the lake). In addition, the poem itself is a 
series of sibilant sounds that project a hesitancy to let go 
of summer.
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 Could this experience, however, shown in 
these words with these sounds, be translated into 
another language without something being lost?
And would it still be a poem? For instance, we should read 
more than just one translation of Basho’s or Shiki's poems to 
fully appreciate their genius. Harold G. Henderson, one of 
the two American pillars of the Western haiku movement, 
translated many of the masters' haiku with the first and 
third lines rhyming, even though Japanese haiku do not 
rhyme formally and seldom even incidentally. Henderson 
never claimed to be a poet, but did admit to liking rhyme, 
apparently his only reason for using it in his English versions 
of these classic haiku. Over the years others have come up 
with translations closer to the spirit of the original poems, 
though it is doubtful that any version exactly duplicates 
the poet's original intent.
 It is, after all, the spirit of the poem that must be 
translated, more than the mere translation of words. A 
poet is the best poetry translator—one who is fluent in 
both languages. As Henderson grew as a poet, he outgrew 
his penchant for rhyme. To him and to the other haiku 
"pillar," R. H. Biyth, we owe a great debt for bringing to 
the Western world a deeper understanding of Japanese 
arts, literature, language and culture, and for making 
haiku poetry accessible to the West. Henderson was one 
of many men and women who guided haiku's birth in 
North America. With them he formed the prestigious 
Haiku Society of America, which recently published A 
Haiku Path, a history of the society's first 20 years.
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  night of the eclipse—
  resting my eyes from looking
  at the moon

 “To rest from looking at the moon” is a quotation 
from one of Basho's famous hokku. This haiku example 
does not plagiarize, but honors the master by alluding to 
his poem—one of many conventions in Japanese poetry 
not often observed in North America. We should strive to 
write haiku combining what we can of traditional Japanese 
with what we already know of poetry in the West. Write 
American haiku in our language for our age!
 As the three basics of music are melody, harmony, 
and rhythm, so poetry is composed of basic elements 
too. American Pulitzer prize-winning poet Mary Oliver, 
in writing about poetry in general says, “every part of a 
poem works in conjunction with every other part—the 
content, the pace, the diction, the rhythm, the tone” thereby 
putting forth a poem's basic elements. Oliver then speaks 
of the power of the short line in poems of irregular lines. 
Applying this concept to haiku brings us to the importance 
of the third line, which ideally is the most powerful and 
often the shortest in the short-long-short design. The brief 
2-3-2 beat rhythm of the following haiku emphasizes the 
contrast of last night and tonight, empty and full, even the 
parallel of the empty pool and waning moon.

  only last night
  it floated a full moon
  the empty pool

 The strength of a haiku's third line can lie in irony, 
contrast, humor, brevity, surprise, the twist of a double
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meaning, or a poetic device such as alliteration. Whatever 
the choice, a haiku is best crafted with its power in the 
parting shot. The first two lines want concrete images, 
disparity within unity, directness within intentional and 
suggestive ambiguity, line breaks with areason, tension 
between the parts. Haiku are immediate, sincere, unique, 
the world in microcosm, a momentary suspension of time, 
immutable mystery.

  opaque water
  catalpa leaf drifting by
  folded on itself

 To craft a good poem in any genre is a tall order, and 
word for word the haiku is a great challenge. Create a 
tension between two images, use the present tense for 
immediacy, depend on little or no punctuation. Keep the 
brevity and rhythm of ordinary speech, show power with 
a light touch. Reduce to no more than 10 to 12 syllables. 
Recall why your “ah!” moment gave you pause, and how 
it became a haiku. Review the work of haiku masters past 
and present. Study. Practice. Find your own distinctive 
voice. The accessible phrasing of haiku can represent you-
in-your-world to the reader with insight and grace.

  daylit moon
  only after the parade
  has passed

 Suddenly, seeing an ordinary daylit moon is a new 
experience when looking up after worldly distractions 
subside. It is the unifying moment, the “ah!” that brings 
you to haiku.
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Jim Kacian   ◊   United States

Presence
Before there was creation,

there was silence.

When creation occurred,
silence was still there, surrounding creation,

the background to creation.

Language arose from silence.
Silence is inseparable from language.

Language is like the rocks
beneath the surface of a body of water

which rise to break the surface at low tide,
only to recede thereafter.

Silence can exist without language,
but language cannot exist without silence.

◊

It is man who exists
between silence and language.

Man comes out of silence into language.
Man comes out of pure being into creation.

Being and silence belong together,
just as language and creation belong together.

It is when man comes into language
that the animals can be named,
that the flowers can be named,

that the trees can be named

The name of a thing is not the thing.
The name of a thing is as far from being that thing

as language is from being silence.
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◊

Every object is possessed of silence.
It is silence which is the secret fund

of its being.

The man who is possessed of silence
moves out through silence to the outside world.

Silence is central to his being.

This centrality of silence in a man,
in any being, we call 'presence.'

What moves us in each being
moves through the silence connecting us.

We are moved before language
tells us what to say.

◊

Haiku is composed of language.
It cannot be composed of silence.

But unlike most language,
haiku does not attempt to oppose silence.

It attempts to point to silence.

Haiku can set into motion
oscillations in the silence between us.

In this way haiku can be poised
between language and silence.

In this way it can suggest
the centrality of silence.

Where silence is shared,
we are all present.

◊
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Bob Jones   ◊   Australia

Seasonality
Though many recent haiku poets have opted to 
dispense with season words (kigo: not only the names of 
seasons but of things and events com-monly associated 
with those seasons) the convention remains a defining 
condition for classical haiku and a central feature of most 
modern haiku. As observed in my previous essay “Haiku 
Form” the custom is if anything more important now than 
it was formerly in that seasonal context is often the only 
reminder of nature amid poems whose settings are office 
blocks, apartment dwellings and city streets. Assuming a 
vital connection between nature and haiku, seasonably 
ensures that that connection is maintained/ not simply 
on a phenomenal level but inwardly as well. Indeed to the 
Japanese, nature and the seasons are one, and in a deeply 
spiritual sense:

It is the result of no mere convention that seasonal 
terms are a requisite of haiku composition. Those terms 
represent an opportunity to manifest the spirituality 
inherent in nature, which, as expressed in the seasonal 
terms, speaks to the recipients from a level so deep 
that they themselves are unaware of its existence.

 From the early days of haikai-no-renga the use 
of season words guaranteed a natural context   for 
works in the haiku tradition. Season was the focus for 
haikai sequences, which otherwise would have lacked
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a unifying theme. In relation to this focus the virtually 
exclusive use of the present tense in haiku poetry can 
be traced to the seasonality convention as well in that 
the current season was the point of departure for linked 
compositions. Yet how is seasonality fundamentally 
representative of nature? And what is its deep or spiritual 
meaning with respect to haiku? 
 To understand the significance of the four seasons in 
Japanese culture we need to see them as parts of a single 
cyclical process, in which the world is shown to be, like 
the waterfall, forever the same amid perpetual change. 
According to Yasuda:

The things of nature are born and fade away in the rhythm 
of the seasons. Realization of their quality must take into 
account the season of which they are inseparably a part.

 Yasuda goes on to observe that birds common-
ly associated with spring, such as uguisu (similar to 
nightingales), are not mere appendages of the season but 
intrinsic aspects of it: “They do not merely suggest or imply 
spring. They contain it; they incorporate it.” Thus the various 
plants, animals, insects and atmospheric phenomena that 
appear in haiku occasion concrete and immediate insights 
into a vast eternal process.
 Out of the deadness and sterility of winter new life 
emerges, creativity abounds. The miracle brings renewed 
activity, wonderment and rapture:

 hana ni kurui tsuki ni odoroku kocho kana

     flower-maddened
  moon astonished:
     the butterfly—
     Chora
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In summer the world comes to fullness. There is a sense 
of luxuriance, profusion, completeness:

 sashi yanagi hotaru tobu yo to nari ni keri

     from the willow slip
  a firefly-streaked night
     has grown—
     Issa

Autumn brings decline but also the mellowness of repose, 
in which a certain eternal light is glimpsed in and beyond 
the fading light of the sun:

 meshidoki ya toguchi ni aki no irihi kage

     mealtime—
  through the door: autumn
     sunset shadows
     Chora

Winter spells the end of growth. Fields, hills and trees are 
blanketed in a uniform whiteness that blurs individual 
differences: butgathers all things together in a single 
potentiality:

 yama zato ya yuki tsumu no shita no mizu no oto

     mountain village—
  from the snowdrifts' depths
     water-sounds
     Shiki

In spring the process begins again.
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 Probably the poets of every culture have observed 
this pattern and noted that our own lives follow the same 
phases. Most have felt that the cycle's end promises an 
impending renewal. In the context of the Buddhist notion 
of rebirth (and Japanese culture generally) the process can 
be related to the evolutionary and devolutionary character 
of the void. From nothing nature brings forth a multitude 
of beings, only to resolve them back into theoriginal abyss, 
in anticipation of a new beginning. The cycle goes on 
forever, or according to some Buddhist teachings, until 
each being achieves total emancipation, unity with the 
void, a condition that is already the case as far as many 
Zen-influenced haijin are concerned.
 In some haiku this void is best intimated through the 
starkness of winter:

 no mo yama mo yuki ni torarete nani mo nashi

     fields and mountains
  draped by snow—
     nothing is
     Joso

In others it is intimated in the sudden emergence of life, 
as if from nothing, in spring:

 dai butsu no hana kara izuru tsubame kana

     from Great Buddha’s
  nose pour forth
     swallows—
     Issa
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 Interestingly it is possible to distinguish five (rather 
than four) seasons in haiku. New Year's Day might be 
considered a season in its own right, equal to if not more 
important than the other four. Supporting this perspective 
is an entire category of poems (hatsuhaiku) on the themes 
of the first sunrise (haisu hi no de), the first sky (hatsuzora), 
the first dream (hatsuyume) and so on:

 nukarumi e tsue tsuppatte hatsuhi kana

     in mud
  my staff is thrust:
     first sun—
     Issa

My own feeling is that those many haiku thatrefer to the 
year's end belong to this "fifth season" category as well:

 yoaruki ya toshi no nagori no yuki ga furu 

     night-time stroll—
  the year's last moments of
     falling snow
     Shara

As the turning-point in the annual cycle. New Year's Day 
roughly corresponds with the kireji (turning-points or 
“thought-pauses”) that appear in most haiku, which I have 
argued in my article “Haiku Awakening: The Turning-
Point” are indicative of a sudden glimpse into the nature  
of the void . . . or the great void of nature. Accordingly 
end-of-the-year haiku show us the world dissolving back 
into nothingness while New Year's Day poems evoke a
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world miraculously re-emerging from it. In this respect 
"fifth season" poems are quintessentially haiku-like and 
provide a point of reference for the four seasons that follow:

 ganjitsu ya omoeba sabishi aki no kure

     New Year's Day—
  I recall the loneliness
     of an autumn dusk
     Basho

 The convention ofkigo or season words needs to be 
understood within the context of the eternal cyclical process 
of nature, in which the turning-point from the old to the 
new year is especially evocative of the inmost and void-like 
spirit of nature, which is the creative heart of haiku.
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Patricia Neubauer   ◊   United States

Thieves

Our ethical and religious background forbids us to steal, 
forbids us to covet; the thief is condemned, and he who 
covets is despised. However, these two haiku which deal 
with thievery and with covetousness—for who would 
steal a weed?—evoke neither condemnation nor contempt 
from the reader. In the first, our censure is converted into 
wonder, and in the second, our derision is canceled out 
by our delight in absurdity.
 The first line of “the potato thieves” almost calls forth 
our pity, but this was not the poets design for before pity 
can establish itself we are caught up in the wonder of the 
falling star. Possibly, this is the first falling star the thieves 
have seen—they may be city people who seldom have 
the opportunity to see these celestial bodies, or country 
people who have never been in the fields so late at night. 
Perhaps they even see the falling star as a judgement from 

the potato thieves
exclaim in low voice
at the falling star
 Dee Evetts

learning
its
name
the
thief
stretches
forth
his
hand
jewelweed!
 Robert Spiess
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the heavens. But we forget they are thieves; their awe permits 
us to re-experience the thrill of seeing our first falling star.
 I have never had, nor do I expect to have, jewels that 
would tempt a thief. To me, jewels themselves are of little 
practical use though I have spent hours admiring their 
brilliance and the transparent depth of their colors. Even 
the words used to identify them seem to sparkle: amethyst 
and aquamarine, topaz and tourmaline, and the names of 
particular jewels seem to blaze with exotic romance—the 
"Koh-i-noor Diamond," the "Star of Africa," the "Black 
Prince's Ruby/' the "Stuart Sapphire," and the "Green 
Diamond of Dresden."
 Before I knew the jewelweed, I had heard its name and 
expected it to be a thing of glitter, a thing I would wish to 
gather. Remembering this, I can laugh at the chagrin of 
the jewel thief reaching for it until he realizes that all the 
glitter is in the name.
 Although I do not approve of theft or of the greed of 
he who covets, I feel an affection for these thieves. It may 
be because the thieves of the first haiku are humble and 
naive, and the thief of the second haiku has played the fool. 
But I think it goes beyond this. Both poets have written 
with total objectivity; they have passed no judgement, and 
in this way they have slyly slipped me into the roles of the 
thieves. I too have been enchanted by the falling star, and 
I too have laughed at myself for being hoodwinked by a 
name.
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H. F. Noyes   ◊   Greece

Simplicity

When I feel awe for a piece of writing that really "gets 
through" to me, its greatest secret turns out to be simplicity. 
“Simplify, simplify, simplify” was Thoreau's advice. Like 
the Taoist painters, seek the self-evident that cannot be 
imitated. If we let things speak for themselves, they will 
always speak for us as well, since all life is one.

  waning summer—
  a gull drags the shadow
  of its hurt wing
     Helen Sherry

I would go so far as to say that when we choose the simplest 
experiences and express them in the simplest language, our 
haiku can have a benedictional, even a healing power. In 
the words of Yannis Ritsos, the Universe is saying: “I hide 
behind the simple things so you'll find me.” Since Basho, 
haiku has leaned toward the obscure and lowly—that which 
rests on its own intrinsic and silent merit:

  looking carefully
  buds of the cucumber flower
  low in the grass
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Too often, I have read that Buson’s poetry derives from 
imagination. Usually, this is mentioned by critics who are 
comparing his work with that of Basho. The underlying 
derogatory implication—for I take it that “fabrication” is 
meant when the word “imagination” is used—has always 
annoyed me because it ignores the quantity of consistently 
fine poems produced by Buson containing strikingly subtle 
andexact images. Could it be that the sheer diversity of 
Buson’s work has given rise to such a notion? Reality is 
the springboard for all artistic creation, no less for Basho 
than Buson. But the idea of “imagined” poems does not 
truly reckon with the fact ofBuson’ s urbanity nor with 
the vital time period in which he wrote—a time when 
inroads had been made that liberalized the subject matter 
for literature. The arts of Ukiyo and the developing art of 
senryu were in place. And one must also consider Buson’s 
enormous talent as a professional artist. Had I not been 
privileged to see the exhibition of Buson’s art in the early 
1970’s in New York’s Asia House, I would probably never 
have realized the degree to which his poetry stems from 
his vision as an artist. It strikes me that criticism of Buson 
may have its foundations in the inability of the non-artist to 
recognize evidence of the very thing which sets the visual 
artist apart from others: his ability to see more than most 
people. Combine this with the gift of writing and you have 

Anita Virgil   ◊   United States

Buson’s Two Candles
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Buson, a man whose poems are composed of the most 
acutely observed realities reflecting a broad life-experience.

     Lighting one candle
  With another candle;
     An evening of spring.1

 From the first, this was one of my favorite Japanese 
haiku. Its fragility, elegance and equipoise are such that 
I never felt a need to dissect it. But after experiencing 
Buson’s paintings firsthand, it suddenly opened to me. It is 
a poem in which one beautiful thing literally fires another 
to a resultant sheer beauty. Surely, in the case of Buson, 
one must recognize how his artist’s eye charges his writing 
dynamically, constantly.

The slow day;     In the stillness
A pheasant     Between the arrival of guests
Settles on tbe bridge2 The peonies.3

Tilling the field:                the spring sea:
The cloud that never moved all day long
Is gone.4                          undulating undulating5

Several influences must have produced such a talent as 
Buson. There is ample evidence that Basho was a major 
one. Not only did Buson study under a teacher who was 
a pupil of Basho’s disdples, Kikaku and Ransetsu, but he 
continually, in his art, paid tribute to the Master. He painted 
portraits of Basho, illustrated Oku noHosomichi,and Buson’s 
crowpaintings engender the very loneliness and isolation 
of autumn and winter echoing Basho’s famous crow poem.
 The delicacy and elegance of Onitsura’s work also finds 
its way into Buson’s poems. Buson was well acquainted 
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with Onitsura’s work—in fact, wrote an envoi to selections 
from Onitsura’s poems in 1769.

How hot the cobwebs look Spiders’ webs
Hanging on summer trees!6 Are hot things,
 Onitsura (1660-1738) In the summer grove.7

      Buson (1716-1784)

The senryu, in addition to ridiculing the overly sentimental, 
poor calibre haiku written post-Basho, opened the way 
for use of highly sensual subject matter which, Harold 
G. Henderson says, a considerable number of Buson’s 
haiku contain. Concurrent with Buson’s flourishing is 
the bourgeois art of Ukiyo-e, “The Floating World.” It 
incorporated all aspects of city life for its subject matter. 
Life in the Yoshiwara, the licensed quarter of prostitution 
in Edo, gave rise to the world-famous Japanese woodblock 
prints which were to influence the French Impressionist 
painters over 100 years later. When Buson was 48 years 
of age, Harunobu was producing intimate glimpses in his 
woodblock prints of lovely and sensuous women, and 
Utamaro, too, was working his magical print artduring 
Buson’s mature years. The new freedom of expression in 
all the arts had the effect of making this era an aesthetically 
fertile one. Two examples by Buson of this cross-fertilization:

Early morning frost—             Over the gold screen
From the brothels of Muro,    Whose silk gauze dress?
The scent of hot soup.8  The autumn wind.9

The following poem uses the same subject matter as 
Basho’s poem from Oku no Hosomichi: courtesans. But 
how different the handling and attitudes!
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Courtesans   Under the same roof
Buying sashes in their room,  Courtesans, too, are asleep—
Plum blossoms blooming.10 Bush clover and the moon.11

Buson’s courtesans were elegant ladies whose work
obliged them to purchase lavish clothing. In his
poem, Buson uses a closeup view of these inden-
tured women of the Yoshiwara who were kept in
quasi-isolation  from  the  world  outside  their
windows where, in contrast, other “beauties” (the
blossoming plum trees) are rooted in freedom,
open to sun and air and moonlight. The courtesans,
adorning themselves with gorgeous silks and bro-
cades, create another kind of “blooming.” It is this
parallelism that lends surplus meaning and poetic
overtones to the poem. Basho’s principle of internal
comparison is evident throughout Buson’s poem.
Basho’s poem shows us rural courtesans who
may have stayed at the inn Basho and his traveling
companion, Sora, visited. But Basho’s poem has a
different perspective. Like a long-shot in a film
where the cameraman pulls back to give a panoramic 
view, it provides a broad view. There is total
acceptance of life observed in his poem, a total
equality among the elements which suffuse this
poem with serenity. This world, as represented by
the women and the clover, and the extraterrestrial
world, the moon and space, are one. Hence, Basho’s
religious  attitude  in  the  broadest  sense  comes
through to the reader. Buson’s poem, however,
brings us directly inside, and one shares this intimate
moment with his courtesans. One does not observe
them from afar. Without the least sentimentality,
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Buson still can pull from us the immense poignancy
of this moment.
These two poems illustrate dearly the different
personalities of each great poet. One who, though
participating in the world about him, maintains a
certain distance; the other, who participates in the
world and is not disturbed by contact with all aspect
of it: Buson functions fully within the framework of
his existence. Though there are critics who value the
Buson poem less, I see both poems as great works—
different works. Buson makes this very point:

     The two plum-trees:
 I love their blooming,
    One early, one later.12

Another point repeated inliterature on Buson is
that he does not go into any discussion of linking
man and nature as Basho does. Buson, who found
in Basho a vital source of inspiration, could not
help but be influenced by the Master’s words on
this  subject.  It  is  an  obvious  theme  stressed  in
Basho’s work. It is my feeling that Buson’s poetry
and his paintings repeatedly make it clear that he
accepts this integration fully. Therefore there was
no need for him to formulate it into a philosophy—
his medium is his message. Yet, in An Introduction to  
Haiku,  Harold  G.  Henderson  says:  “Actually very little 
is known of Buson’s philosophy, and outside of his poetry 
and painting he apparently never did formulate one. We do 
know that he must have  enormously  enjoyed  the  ever-
changing aspects of the passing world, though more as an
observer than by in any way identifying himself
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with  them.”13

 I  find  this  statement  incomprehensible 
and  h ig h ly  cont rad ic tor y.  Weig hte d  as  i t
is on the side of theorizing about art instead of
recognizing that the kind of art one produces con-
veys one’s philosophy, this comment was clearly
made by an individual not directly involved in the
creative  process,  literary  or  visual,  by  one  who
himself was more an observer than a consummate
partidpantin the creative act. As a poet and an
artist, I can say that one’s creations stand as the
most vivid and open exposure of one’s attitudes
and beliefs.
 With his innate senseof elegance and a brilliant
facility  for  extracting  the  essence  of  a  style  of
writing or of painting, Buson is multifaceted as a
jewel. He can discern and emulate the many styles
of Basho’s work, yet his poetry is not at all like
Basho’s in overall tone and conception. Where we
find an underlying serenity and immense depth to
Basho’s work, in Buson we find the range and
sparkle of a virtuoso. It is as though one compared
an introvert to an extrovert, a pearl with a diamond,
antique velvet with silk brocade. There is a cosmic
loneliness and grandeur to the man Basho. And
Buson? I think Calvin L. French says it best in the
art catalogue for the Asia House Gallery show:
Buson was, of all Bunjin, the foremost exemplar of
the poetic vision. He excelled all others in the crea-
tion of mood and lyric expression. A lover of nature
feels instant empathy with the artist when viewing
his landscapes of trees and bamboo stalks shimmer-
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1. R. H. Blyth, Haiku, Vol. II, “Spring” (Japan, Hokuseido Press, 1950), p. 45 2. 
ibid., p. 47 3. Blyth, Haiku, Vol. III, Spring (Japan, Hokuseido Press, 1952), p. 
287 4. Blyth, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 167  5. Harold G. Henderson, An Introduction 
to Haiku (Garden City NY, Doubleday & Co., 1958). 6. Asataro Miyamori, 
An Anthology of Haiku, Ancient and Modern (New York, Greenwood, 1934), 
p. 244 7. Blyth, op. cit., Vol. III, p. 260 8. Calvin L. French, The Poet-Painters: 
Buson and his Followers (Univ. of Michigan Museum of Art, 1974), p. 71 9. 
Blyth, Haiku, Vol. I, , p. 340 10.  Ibid, p. 291 11. Makoto Ueda, Basho (New 
York, Twayne Publisher Inc., 1970), p. 57 12. Blyth, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 301 
13.  Henderson, op. cit., p. 96 14.  French, op. cit., p. 26 *Literati artists in the 
Chinese manner were called Bunjin in Japan.
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ing with innumerable tones of finely lextured leaf
strokes so glowingfy alive that one is convinced of
the artist’s thorough study and understanding of
natural forms . . . Whether the painting be a rich,
brocade-like landscape or a scattering of rocks across
a plain surface, a depiction of reveling scholars or
a single figure fused with a haiku poem, all commu-
nicate an intimate, honest response to the world.
In Buson’s painting one finds visual expression of
the joy that  l iving should be al l  about.”14
And in his poetry, literature and art occasionally coalesce 
in one individual. It is an extraordinary advantage height-
ening the sensory perceptions of the one fortunate
enough to be so endowed. Yosa Buson was such a  man.
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